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1. Introduction 

Gallium nitride (GaN) has been recognized as a 
suitable material for high-frequency and 
high-power electronic devices such as a 
high-electron-mobility transistor. The device can 
operate at high frequencies with high-speed 
transportation of electrons through the 
two-dimensional electron gas generated by 
piezoelectricity of GaN. However, the device 
performance deteriorates at elevated temperatures 
because of disappearance of the apparent 
piezoelectricity of GaN due to the hopping 
conduction of carriers [1]. It is thus important to 
clarify the carrier dynamics in GaN. Because the 
energy barrier of the charge transfer process is 
small, it would be difficult to use optical 
spectroscopy methods, which provide excessive 
energy to the carriers, for studying the phenomenon. 
In this study, we utilize a low-energy 
acoustic-resonance spectroscopy method for 
realizing the direct observation of the hopping 
conduction.  

Free carriers are trapped by deep acceptors in a 
semi-insulating GaN, where the conduction is 
principally achieved by site-to-site hopping of 
trapped carriers with assistance of phonons. The 
hopping conduction is a thermally activated 
phenomenon, and the hopping rate becomes higher 
with increasing temperature. Carrier movement is 
also accelerated by dynamic polarization change 
caused by mechanical vibrations via piezoelectricity. 
Thus, the hopping conduction is significantly 
enhanced when the hopping rate matches the 
acoustic vibration frequency, at which internal 
friction shows a maximum because a part of 
acoustic energy is spend on the carrier movement, 
and the resonance frequency decreases due to 
disappearance of the piezoelectric stiffening [2]. 

Hence, the resonance-frequency and 
internal-friction change at high temperatures reflect 
the carrier dynamics during disappearance of the 
apparent piezoelectricity due to the hopping 
conduction. 
 
2. Experiment Procedure 
 
 The material we used is a high-resistance wurtzite 
GaN, where a small of Fe atoms are doped as deep 
acceptors to achieve the semi-insulating state. A 
rectangular-parallelepiped specimen was prepared, 
and its dimensions along the three principal axes 
are about 3.5 mm, 3.0 mm, and 0.4 mm. (The c axis 
is parallel to the 0.4-mm side.) The mass density 
determined by the Archimedes method is 6.080 
g/cm3. 
 To measure the resonance frequency and internal 
friction of various vibrational modes at high 
temperatures, we developed the tripod-type 
resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) as shown 
in Fig. 1. The specimen is set on a tripod, consisting 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the high-temperature RUS 
measurement system. 
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Where 𝜔𝜔  is angular frequency. 𝑅𝑅(𝜔𝜔)  and 𝑇𝑇(𝜔𝜔) 
are Fourier transforms of reference signal and 
transmitted signal, respectively. 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡, 𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟𝑡𝜔𝜔𝑡, and 
tg𝑡𝜔𝜔𝑡  are phase of reference signal, phase of 
transmitted signal, and group delay.  

Group delay can be obtained from a phase 
difference of reference signal and transmitted signal 
by Eq. (4). Delay time was obtained by averaging 
group delay between 0.05 MHz to 0.2 MHz. Group 
velocity of bentonite can be determined from group 
this delay time. In this study, the reference signal was 
measured using cylindrical polystyrene specimens 
and then initial phase was calibrated.  

 
3. Results and Discussions  

Figure 1 shows a time-domain profile and a 
Fourier amplitude of transmitted-signal of bentonite. 
For the Fourier transform, the original signal was 
filtered by Hanning window in order to separate the 
first peak of around 40μs  in Fig.1 (a). Figure 2 
represents the group delay of the bentonite. Red line 
in Fig.2 shows the angular frequency range from 
0.05 MHz to 0.2 MHz. This range was determined 
from Fourier amplitude of -50 dB or more in Fig.1 
(b). The group velocity was calculated from the 
averaged delay time and length of the specimen. 
Figure 3 shows Group velocity variation of 
bentonite with varying water content and dry density. 
The vertical axis indicates the group velocity, and the 
horizontal axis indicates the dry density of 
compacted bentonite. From this result, the difference 
of group velocity does not depend on the water 
content for the dry density of 1.40g/cm3 or less. On 
the other hand, the group velocity increase strongly 
with increasing water content for a dry density of 
1.40g/cm3 or more. Consequently, the water content 
variation can be detected by measuring group 
velocity under the high-dry density condition. 

 
4. Conclusion 

In order to develop the evaluation method 
for elastic property of compacted bentonite using 
ultrasound, ultrasonic velocity measurement of 
compacted bentonite was conducted with varying 
water content and dry density. Group delay was 
calculated between reference signal and transmitted-
signal, and then group velocity was obtained. As a 
result, the effect of water content on elastic property 
was measured for a dry density of 1.40g/cm3 or more. 

Shear wave velocity is to be measured and 
a velocity anisotropy of the compacted bentonite is 
to be also investigated in a future work. 
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(a) Time-domain profile.  

(b) Fourier amplitude.  
Fig.1. Transmitted signal of bentonite. Black line 
represents the original signal. Red line represents 
the signal filtered by the Hanning window. 

 

Fig.2. Group delay of the bentonite. Red line 
shows the angular frequency range from 0.05 
MHz to 0.2 MHz. 

Fig.3. Velocity variation of bentonite with varying 
water content and dry density. Black circles, white 
circles, and black squares are 𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐 of 19%, 22%, 
and 26%, respectively.  
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of two needle-type transducers for excitation and 
detection of specimen vibrations and one 
needle-thermocouple support for measuring the 
specimen temperature. Silica glasses are attached 
on the transducers to protect them from heat. No 
external force was applied to the specimen, except 
for gravity, realizing the measurement of resonance 
frequencies of ideal free vibrations. The weak 
acoustic contact situation is essential for the 
accurate internal-friction measurement because the 
vibrational energy of the specimen leaks to 
contacting transducers in conventional contact 
methods, increasing apparent internal friction [3]. 
The measurement system can observe an enough 
small frequency change (~0.01 %) for monitoring 
the total resonance-frequency decrement (~0.1 %) 
due to disappearance of the apparent 
piezoelectricity. 

3. Result and Discussion 
 

 Figure 2 (a) shows an example of change of the 
resonance spectrum during increasing temperature; 
the spectrum becomes broader and then sharp again 
with increasing temperature, indicating a 
internal-friction peak appears. We succeeded in 
observing the high-temperature 
resonance-frequency decrement due to 
disappearance of piezoelectricity as shown in Fig. 2 
(b) and revealed that this phenomenon is caused by 
hopping conduction, that is, internal friction shows 
a peak at the matching temperature. Internal 
frictions of some resonant modes exhibit several 
peaks; for example, Figure 2 (c) shows two peaks. 
This indicates that some electron transport 
behaviors exist in the disappearance process of the 
apparent piezoelectricity, depending on vibrational 
modes.  
 
4. Conclusion 
 
 We developed the high-temperature RUS 
measurement system for monitoring carrier 
dynamics in an insulated semiconductor during 
disappearance of piezoelectricity due to the hopping 
conduction. The measurements indicate that it is 
possible to observe the hopping conduction using 
the high-temperature RUS method, and carrier 
behavior in the phenomenon is different in each 
resonant mode. 
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Fig. 2 (a) Examples of resonance spectra at several 
temperatures, and (b) the resonance frequency
and internal friction of the resonant mode versus 
temperature. (c) An example of temperature 
dependence of the resonance frequency and 
internal friction. 


